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INTRODUCTION
Continuously improving description of the cooling of white dwarfs (WDs) and precise measurements of their luminos-
ity curve open a possibility of their use as an elementary particle physics laboratory. Thus, Isern et al. [1] suggested to
test possible existence of axions by studying the WDs luminosity function. Analogously, we analyze the influence of
lepton number violation on the luminosity of strongly magnetized iron WDs (SMIWDs). The existence of Majorana
type neutrino would imply the lepton-number-violating process of electron capture by a nucleus X(A,Z):
e−+X(A,Z)→ X(A,Z− 2)+ e+ , (1)
which is an analogue of the netrinoless double beta-decay, intensively studied these days [2].
The description of the strongly magnetized white dwarfs (SMWDs: we use this acronym for the WDs with the
magnetic field in the core higher than a critical one Bc=4.414 ×1013 G) is based on a strongly magnetized cold
degenerate electron gas [3]. The theory follows from the Landau quantization of a motion of electrons in homogenous
magnetic field, usually taken to point along the z-axis [4], with a modification to the case of very strong ones [5]. In
systems with small number of Landau levels, which is restricted by the strength of the magnetic field and by the Fermi
energy EF of the electron gas, the mass of the SMWD can be in the range (2.3 - 2.6) M⊙, where M⊙ is the solar mass.
That is, the strong magnetic field can enhance the energy of the electron gas to such a level that its pressure allows the
SMWD to have a mass larger than the Chandrasekhar-Landau (ChL) limit of 1.44 M⊙ [6].
We apply the theory of SMWDs to estimate, whether the influence of the double charge exchange reaction (1)
on cooling of the SMIWDs can be detectable. The threshold for this reaction with the initial nucleus being 5626Fe
and the final one 5624Cr is ∆=6.33 MeV, thus in the SMIWDs with EF ≥ ∆ this reaction can take place. We consider
εF=EF/me c2=20, 46, 90, 150 and 200 and choose the strength of the magnetic field so that the value of γ = B/Bc
allows only for the ground Landau level.
THEORY OF STRONGLY MAGNETIZED WHITE DWARFS
Theory of the SMWDs is discussed in detail in Refs. [3]. In the relativistic case, one solves the Dirac equation,
obtaining for the electron energy the equation:
Eν = mec2
[
1+
(
pz
mec
)2
+ 2νγ
]1/2
. (2)
TABLE 1. The values of the Fermi energy εF=EF/mec2, used in the present
study. Further ne− is the electron number density, ρe− is the corresponding
electron density, ρm is the matter density, calculated for the nuclei 5626 Fe, and
the values of γ are the smallest values allowing one to stay at the ground
Landau level.
εF ne−/1033[1/cm3] ρe−/106[g/cm3] ρm/1010[g/cm3] 2γ
20 3.52 3.20 1.26 400
46 42.8 13.4 15.2 2116
90 321 293 114 8100
150 1485 1352 531 22500
200 3519 3206 1250 40000
Here me is the electron mass, c is a velocity of light, pz is the electron momentum along the z-axis, ν = l + 1/2+σ
labels the Landau levels with the principal number l, σ = ±1/2. The ground level (ν=0) is obtained for l=0 and
σ=-1/2, and it has the degeneracy factor gν=1. Other Landau levels posses the degeneracy factor gν=2. While the
density of electron states in the absence of the strong magnetic field is given as 2/(2pi h¯)3 d3 p, the presence of such
magnetic field modifies the number of electron states for a given level ν to 2gνeB/[(2pi)h¯)2c]d pz. Then the sum over
the electron states in the presence of the strong magnetic field is given by:
∑
E
→∑
ν
2eB
(2pi h¯)2c gν
∫
d pz =
2γ
(2pi)2λ 3e ∑ν gν
∫
d pz
mec
,
where λe = h¯/mec is the electron Compton wavelength.
In what follows, we consider the case of the ground Landau level, for which the Fermi energy εF and the Fermi
momentum xF = pF/mec are obtained directly from Eq. (2): ε2F = x2F+1. Then one obtains the electron number density
to be ne− = 2γ/[(2pi)2λ 3e ]xF and the matter density of the system of a one sort of nuclei ρm = µe−mU ne− = (ne−/Z)mA,
where µe− = A/Z is the molecular weight per electron [A(Z) is the mass (atomic) number of the nucleus], mU is the
atomic mass unit and mA is the mass of the nucleus with the mass number A. For the lightest nuclei, µe− = 2, but, e.g.,
for 5626 Fe one obtains µe− = 2.15. The pressure of the degenerate electron gas is then
Pe− =
γmec2
(2pi)2λ 3e
[xF εF− ln(xF + εF)] . (3)
With the choice γ=ε2F/2 we stay at the ground Landau level. Since ε2F ≫ 1 and xF ≫ 1, the pressure of the degenerate
electron gas (3) can be written in the polytropic form:
Pe− = K ρΓm , K =
pi2h¯3
(me mU µe)2 cγ
, Γ = 1+ 1
n
= 2 , (4)
from which one obtains the value of the polytropic index n = 1. The input parameters of our study are presented in
Table 1. Next we briefly describe the calculation of the capture rate of the charge exchange reaction (1).
REACTION RATE
The (e−,e+) conversion rate is, like the 0νβ β -decay rate, proportional to the squared absolute value of the effective
mass of Majorana neutrinos |〈mν 〉|2. This quantity is defined as 〈mν〉= ∑3i=1 U2eimi , where U is the 3× 3 Pontecorvo-
Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata unitary mixing matrix and mi (i = 1,2,3) is the mass of the i-th light neutrino. The (e−,e+)
conversion on nuclei is here considered only for the ground state to ground state transition, which is assumed to give
the dominant contribution. Both ground states of the initial (56Fe) and the final (56Cr) nuclei have the spin and parity
0+. The Coulomb interaction of electron and positron with the nucleus is taken into account by the relativistic Fermi
functions F(Z,Ee−) and F(Z− 2,Ee+) [7], respectively. The leading order (e−,e+) conversion matrix element reads:
〈 f |S(2)|i〉 = 2piδ (Ee+−Ee−+E f −Ei)〈 f |T (2)|i〉 , (5)
〈 f |T (2)|i〉 = i 〈mν〉∗ 14pi G
2β
√
F0(Z,Ee−)
√
F0(Z− 2,Ee+) v(Pe+)(1+ γ5)u(Pe−)×
g2A
R
M(eβ+) . (6)
TABLE 2. The values of the Fermi energy εF=EF/me,
used in the present study. Further ∆L/L⊙ is the ratio of the
change in the luminosity of the SMIWD due to the reaction
(1) to the luminosity of the Sun, calculated for |〈mν 〉|=0.4 eV
and 0.8 eV, and ε¯r is the energy, released in single reaction.
εF [Log(∆L/L⊙)]0.4 [Log(∆L/L⊙)]0.8 ε¯r [MeV]
20 -15.1 -14.4 9.1
46 -12.0 -11.4 25.2
90 -10.0 -9.4 49.1
150 -8.6 -8.0 79.7
200 -7.9 -7.3 104.4
Here Gβ =GF cosθc and Ei (E f ) is the energy of the initial (final) nuclear ground state. The conventional normalization
factor of the nuclear matrix element (NME) M(eβ+) involves the nuclear radius R = 1.2 A1/3 fm. For the weak axial
coupling constant gA, we adopt the value gA = 1.269.
From Eq. (6), one obtains the following equation for the reaction rate in the SMWDs:
Γ(eβ+) = me
|〈mν 〉|2
m2e
1
16pi3
(
Gβ m2e√
2
)4
g4A
(R2m2e)
∣∣∣M(eβ+)∣∣∣2 φ(εF,γ) , (7)
where the function φ(εF,γ) is defined as:
φ(εF,γ) = 2γ
(2pi)2λ 3e m3e
εF∫
Q+1
[
(εe− −Q)2− 1
εe− − 1
]1/2
(εe− −Q)εe− F0(Z,εe−) F0(Z− 2,εe+)dεe− , (8)
with εe± = Ee±/mec2 and Q=∆/mec2.
To calculate nuclear matrix element for the transition (e−,e+) on 56Fe we use the Quasiparticle Random Phase
Approximation (QRPA) [8] . For the A=56 system, the single-particle model space consisted of 0− 4h¯ω oscillator
shells, both for the protons and neutrons. The single particle energies are obtained by using a Coulomb–corrected
Woods–Saxon potential. We derive the two-body G-matrix elements from the Charge Dependent Bonn one-boson
exchange potential [9] within the Brueckner theory. For the quantitative analysis of the (e−,e+) capture rate we will
consider |M(eβ+)| ≈ 3 .
To estimate the energy production ¯εr per one event of the reaction (1), we calculated the two-photon positron-
electron annihilation probability per volume normalized to unity and integrated it over the energies of electrons
ε f = E f /me interacting with the positron in the final state of reaction. From this and Eq. (7), one can obtain directly
the released energy per 1 second as a contribution to the luminosity. Here we made the calculations for the case of the
SMIWD with the mass MWD=2 M⊙ and present them in Table 2 as the ratio of the calculated change in the luminosity
∆L to the solar luminosity L⊙.
COOLING OF WHITE DWARFS
To see how the energy, produced by the process (1), influences the cooling of SMIWDs, one should include it into
appropriate detailed microscopic model. Unfortunately, such detailed models of cooling for this kind of white dwarfs
have not yet been elaborated.
In order to proceed, we first calculated the luminosity of the iron WDs within a simple cooling model, formulated by
Mestel [10]. We employed the electron pressure in the polytropic form with the polytropic index n=3/2 and Kramers’
opacity. Following the standard calculation of the cooling rate [10, 11] one gets the relation between the luminosity
and the cooling time,
L
L⊙
= 1.3 × 10−4
(
M
M⊙
)(
Gyr
τ
)7/5
. (9)
Then we calculated the luminosity of the SMIWDs in the same Mestel’s model. For the ground Landau level, the
electron pressure is also of the polytropic form, but with the polytropic index n=1; also for this calculation we used
Kramers’ opacity with the result for the luminosity,
L
L⊙
= 3.5 × 10−2
(
M
M⊙
)
γ 4/7
(
Gyr
τ
)9/7
. (10)
Numerical calculations show that both results differ significantly, most probably because of the difference in the
opacity, since the luminosity of both types of white dwarfs are not likely to vary so much. Thus, simple Mestel’s
model does not provide a reliable estimate of the role of the considered reaction.
In order to estimate qualitatively possible effect of the reaction (1) on the cooling of the SMIWDs, we addressed
the asymptotic of the luminosity curves, obtained in Ref. [12] for the iron-core WDs. It is clear from Table 2 that the
effect of the double charge exchange reaction (1) could influence the cooling only at low luminosity. So extrapolating
the data, presented in Fig. 17 [12] for the curve, corresponding to M/M⊙=0.6 to smaller values of the luminosity, we
got that Log(L/L⊙) ≈ -5.0 (-7.54) is achieved after the cooling time τ ≈3.48 (3.90) Gyr1. One can see that the value
Log(L/L⊙)=-7.54 is of the same size as are the values of Log(∆L/L⊙), presented in the last line of Table 2. It means
that the reaction (1) could effectively retard the cooling of the SMIWDs after low enough luminosity evolves, unless
are meanwhile all the iron nuclei transformed into chrome ones. However, before making more definite conclusions,
the theory of cooling of the SMIWDs should be elaborated.
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